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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

1.11 General Introductio n 

Somee stars, the most massive ones, end their lives with a bang: a supernova explosion. After 
thee spectacular bit is over, all what remains is a cinder with some interesting properties: a 
neutronn star. When the supernova remnant has sufficiently dispersed, the rotating, magnetized 
neutronn star becomes visible as a radio pulsar. Neutron stars that are very massive (> 1.4 MQ) 
mayy implode further to form a black hole. 

AA large fraction of stars are in binaries, as may have been our exploding, massive star. If 
thee total mass lost in the supernova explosion is not too large with respect to the total mass 
off  the system, it remains bound and a binary neutron star is born, with a companion in an 
eccentricc orbit. If the companion is fairly massive and the orbit is fairly tight (Port ^ several 
1000 days), the material from the stellar wind of the companion that accretes onto the neutron 
star,, wil l generate a significant amount of X-rays (1034 — 1038 erg/s): the system has become 
aa high mass X-ray binary (HMXB). An interesting example of such HMXB systems are the 
Be/X-rayy binaries. 

Forr a system with a companion less massive than the neutron star, the X-ray phase wil l 
nott start until either the orbital separation has decreased by orbital angular momentum losses 
(e.g.. by gravitational radiation), or the companion evolves off the main sequence, and Roche-
lobee overflow towards the neutron star starts: a low mass X-ray binary (LMXB ) is born. These 
systemss may have very interesting offspring: the millisecond pulsars (MSP) and low mass binary 
radioo pulsars (LMBRP). 

Thee first part of this thesis studies millisecond and binary radio pulsars, as well as their 
probablee progenitors: the low mass X-ray binaries. 

Thee second, and largest part of this thesis is dedicated to one of the possible partners to a 
neutronn star in a high mass X-ray binary system: a Be star. Two sections focus on the formation 
off  Be/X-ray binaries and their close relatives: the Be + white dwarf and Be + Helium star 
systems.. Be stars occur not only in such X-ray binaries, but also as single stars or in 'ordinary1 

binaries.. Four sections are dedicated to these objects 
Inn this chapter we introduce the millisecond and binary radio pulsars and their formation, 

ass well as the Be stars, their formation and properties. 

1.22 Millisecond and low mass binary radio pulsars 

Millisecondd and low mass binary radio pulsars form a very interesting group in the family of 
radioo pulsars. Most pulsars appear to have strong magnetic fields: B ~ 10 Gauss, as derived 
fromm the pulsar period P and the spin-down rate P, under the assumption that pulsars lose 

1 1 
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energyy due to magnetic dipole radiation: 

B\B\22 = PP_l5 (1.1) 

wit hh B12 the magnetic field strength in unit s of 1012 Gauss and P in unit s of 1 0- 1 5 s/s. 
A ss pulsars grow older, their  rotation slows down and their  fields may decrease in strength. 

Eventuallyy the polar  cap voltage falls below a certain value, the pulsar  switches off: it 'dies'. 
A nn often used diagnostic tool in pulsar  physics is the l o go versus l ogP diagram. As a 

demonstration,, in figure 1.1 we plotted the derived magnetic field strength versus spin periods 
forr  a large number  of pulsars. The diagram was adopted from Van den Heuvel (1991). 'Ordinary ' 
pulsarss are located in the big 'cloud' . As pulsars age, they move to the right and possibly 
alsoo downward. When it crosses the death line, the pulsar  switches off and is located in the 
'Graveyard' .. I f field decay occurs, it does not continue indefinitely . There are now strong 
indicationss that, when the field reaches a value of order  of 109 to 1010 Gauss, the field decay 
stopss entirely (cf. Kulkarni , 1986; see e.g. Bhattacharya and Srinivasan, 1991). 

Th ee most intriguin g group of pulsars is to be found towards the lower  left hand corner  of 
thee diagram. These pulsars have weak fields and short spin periods and lie to the right of a line 
thatt  wil l be discussed later  on: the spin-up line. 

Th ee question, of course, since they form such a small group, is how these objects are formed. 
Somee of these pulsars even spin at millisecond periods (< 12 ms), whereas the general population 
hass spin periods > 0.1 sec. A most interesting feature is that many of them are in binaries. 
Off  all know radio pulsars (~ 520) about 3 percent are found in binaries, whereas among the 
pulsarss wit h periods in the millisecond range some 40 percent are found in binaries (Van den 
Heuvel,, 1991). Al l pulsars eventually switch off when their  fields decay, but why do these 
low-fieldd pulsars (B < 4.1010G, about a factor  20 lower  than the general pulsar  population) 
(still? )) function? The most popular  formation scenario suggests that all these pulsars have 
beenn 'recycled'. What distinguishes these pulsars from the general population is that they were 
formedd in binaries that were not disrupted by the supernova explosion that created the neutron 
star.. After  dispersion of the supernova remnant, the pulsar  switches on and after  a certain tim e 
i tt  wil l cross the 'death line' (see figure 1.1) and tur n off. (Due to the gas around the other 
star,, the radiation from the pulsar  may never  have been able to leave the system - hence, it 
mayy never  have been observable as a pulsar). I f the companion is in a fairl y tight orbi t it will , 
ass it evolves off the main sequence, expand, fill  it s Roche lobe and start mass transfer  onto 
it ss neutron star  companion. The companion would not only transfer  matter  to the neutron 
star,, making the system visible as a X-ray binary , but also angular  momentum, thus spinning 
i tt  up. Exactly what occurs to the system from the onset of the mass transfer, depends on the 
natur ee of the companion (high mass or  low mass) and the initia l orbita l period. Systems wit h a 
high-masss companion (e.g. a Be star) either  result in two single pulsars (one wit h long period 
andd strong field, the other  one recycled, wit h a weaker  field and a short period), or  in neutron 
starss in binaries wit h either  a neutron star  or  massive whit e dwarf companion (see e.g. Van den 
Heuvel,, 1991). Systems wit h a low-mass companion evolve differently : they become millisecond 
andd low-mass binary radio pulsars. An example of the formation of such a system from a low 
masss X-ray binary is shown in figure 1.2 (from van den Heuvel, 1991). 

Whenn the envelope of the low-mass companion is exhausted, leaving a white-dwarf com-
panion,, we are left wit h a low-field, rapidl y spinning neutron star, that again wil l be visible 
ass a radio pulsar. Unlik e the 'normal '  radio pulsars, because of their  low fields, these rapid 
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Figuree 1.1: The derived magnetic field strengths of 403 pulsars plotted against their spin periods. 
Pulsarss in binaries are shown encircled and single millisecond pulsars are shown as filled squares. The 
"deathh line" has been indicated. The "Hubble line" represents a spindown age of Tsd = P/2P of 1010 

yrr for a pulsar. Possible evolutionary tracks of pulsars in binaries have been indicated. Pulsars are 
bornn in the upper left part of the diagram and - if no field decay occurs - move towards the right along 
horizontall  tracks (fully drawn). In the graveyard the field of a single pulsar probably does not decay. In a 
binaryy system, the field of pulsars in the graveyard does decay, presumably due to external circumstances 
(accretion,, spin down). Furthermore, the accretion of matter with angular momentum causes the neutron 
starr to be "spun up" towards the left in the diagram along the dashed "spin-up tracks". The shortest 
periodd to which a neutron star can be spun up depends on the value of the magnetic field strength: this 
iss indicated by the spin-up line. Only after the companion has itself become a compact star (a neutron 
starr or a white dwarf) or has disappeared, the spun-up neutron star becomes available as a radio pulsar: 
Itt wil l then slowly spin-down, i.e., move towards the right again in the diagram. 

pulsarss have very long spin-down ages (rsd = P/2P) and lif e expectancies of the order of the 
Hubblee t ime (1Ó10 yr) or longer, since their fields no longer decay (see above). Depending on 
thee final system parameters, the pulsar may be able to 'evaporate' its companion, leaving a 
singlee millisecond pulsar. Alternatively, when formed in a globular cluster, the companion may 
bee expelled from the binary through interactions/collisions with other cluster members. 

Chapterr 3 deals with the formation rate of millisecond and low-mass binary radio pulsars 
andd their progenitors, the low mass X-ray binaries. Whether or nor the formation rates are in 
accordancee with observations is also discussed. 
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Figur ee 1.2: Formation scenario of a low mass X-ray binary, such as Cygnus X-2, into a wide radio pulsar 
binaryy with a circular orbit around a low-mass helium white dwarf companion, such as PSR 1953+29. 
Att the onset of mass transfer, the low-mass companion is a (sub)giant with a degenerate core of 0.24 
MQ.MQ. Its light is generated by hydrogen fusion in a shell around the core. The mass transfer from the 
giantt to the neutron star is due to the slow expansion of the giant, driven by this hydrogen-shell burning. 
Duringg the mass transfer the orbit gradually expands (due to angular momentum conservation) and after 
8xW8xWssyryr the system terminates as a wide radio pulsar binary (after van den Heuvel, 1991). 

1.33 B e s tars: the ir  Fo rma t io n and P rope r t i es 

Althoughh they occur as companions in quite a number of high-mass X-ray binaries, most known 
Bee stars are either single or a companion in an 'ordinary' binary. Ever since Secchi discovered in 
18677 that 7 Cas was an emission line star, people have been intrigued by Be stars. Superficially 
theyy are just ordinary, massive, early-type stars. The 'classical' Be stars have spectral types 
rangingg between 08 and A l , have luminosity classes I I I to V and are in general rapid rotators, 
butt so are many other stars in the same mass range. Be stars constitute about 10-15 percent 
off  the total populat ion of B-type dwarfs (see e.g. Jaschek and Jaschek, 1983) listed in the 
Brightt Star Catalogue (Hoffleit and Jaschek, 1982) and its Supplement (Hoffleit et al., 1983). 
Thee most prominent feature of Be stars (and the one that classifies them as such) is their Ha 
emission,, indicative that circumstellar material is present. In some cases this emission is always 
presentt and fairly stable, whereas in others the emission is highly variable, over periods varying 
fromm days to months or years. Quite a large number of Be stars, about 25 percent, lose their 
Bee character at least once, when monitored over a long period of t ime (Jaschek et al., 1980). 

Thoughh the classical definition of a Be star is restricted mostly to stars of spectral type B, 
thee 'Be phenomenon' is seen over a much broader spectral range. I t is, for instance, seen in pre-
mainn sequence objects such as Herbig Ae/Be stars, which are not considered in this study. Also, 
thoughh A-type stars of spectral types later than about A2 no longer exhibit Ha emission, they 
doo display other characteristics found in 'classical' Be stars: the occurrence of shell spectra 
andd discrete absorption components. These features indicate that there is still circumstellar 

tt
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Figuree 1.3: Conservative evolutionary scenario for the formation of a Be/X-ray binary, out of a close 
pairr of early B stars with masses of 13.0 M0 and 6.5 M 0. The numbers indicate mass (M0). After the 
endd of the mass transfer, the Be star presumably has a circumstellar disc or shell of matter, associated 
withh the previous accretion of matter with high angular momentum.(after Habets, 1985). 

materiall  present around these stars, but, probably due to its much lower luminosity, the star of 
laterr spectral type is no longer able to produce Ha emission. 

Whenn Be stars are in an 'off' phase, as far as we know they do not display any Be char-
acteristicss and appear to be normal B-type stars, though they are still rapid rotators. By no 
meanss is Ha emission the only observable characteristic of a Be star when it is in an 'on' phase: 
oftenn the higher Balmer lines show emission (sometimes filled-in) and in some objects Fell is 
inn emission. Another feature is the excess flux observed at IR wavelengths, increasing towards 
largerr wavelengths. Many Be stars also show intrinsic polarization (McLean and Brown, 1978). 

Bothh the Ha emission (chapters 7 and 8) and the excess IR fluxes (chapters 5, 6 and 7) are 
discussedd in this thesis. 

Haa emission has for a long time played an important role in Be star research. The importance 
off  the (far-) IR region as a diagnostic tool for understanding the nature of Be stars, by studying 
thee (far-)IR excess fluxes, became very obvious after analyzing the far-IR fluxes of Be stars, 
betweenn 12 and 100 fim, gathered during the IRAS mission of 1983. 

Lookingg at all the properties of Be stars, observed or intrinsic, what is it that makes them 
'tick',, what distinguishes them from 'ordinary' B-type stars, what causes the Ha emission and 
thee excess IR flux? Does rotation play a key part in all this and if so, do all rapidly rotating B 
starss eventually become Be stars? Does binary evolution have anything to do with it? 

Inn the next sections I will discuss current views on the models of Be stars, as well as on the 
formationn scenarios for Be stars. 

1.3.11 Formation of Be stars 

Bee stars may have been, of course, rapid rotators from their birth on. This is certainly the 
casee in the nearby Herbig Ae/Be stars. Another way to create a rapid rotator may be mass 
transferr from a Roche-lobe overflowing companion, which is not only dumping material onto its 
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companionn but also angular momentum, thus spinning it up (Habets, 1986). At least one group 
off  Be stars must have been formed this way: the group found in the Be/X-ray binaries. In these 
systemss the Be star pr imary has a neutron star companion (the initial pr imary), that accretes 
mat terr from the stellar wind of the Be star, and/or its circumstellar disc, thereby generating X-
rays.. A n example of a formation scenario for a Be/X-ray binary is show in figure 1.3. However, 
aa neutron star in such a system wil l only form if the helium star precursor was massive enough. 
Sincee the pr imordial mass distr ibution function (PMDF) predicts that stars of a lower mass 
outnumberr those of a higher mass, there must be many post mass transfer systems where the 
hel iumm star companion was not massive enough to collapse to a neutron star and evolved to 
formm a white dwarf. In addit ion, there must be many systems that still consist of a Be star plus 
aa hel ium star companion (chapters 3, 4). 

Evolut ionaryy scenarios suggest that Be+WD or Be+He binaries most likely have primaries 
off  later spectral type (later than B2). Since the gravitational potential well of a white dwarf 
iss much less deep than that of a neutron star, accretion into the former is not as effective in 
generat ingg X-rays as is accretion into the latter. But nevertheless, the stellar winds of the Be 
companionss can still generate X-ray luminosities up to Lx ~ 1029 — 1033 erg/s, as compared to 
103 4-10388 erg/s for the neutron star case. Not much is known about the shape of the spectrum, 
butt the expected values of Lx suggests that a satellite such as ROS AT may be able to detect 
suchh systems. A survey is currently performed by Piters and collaborators (see Meurs et al., 
1992).. Systems which contain a helium star may be visible in the EUV and may be observable 
wi t hh the EUV instrument aboard ROS AT (see chapter 3). 

I ff  all Be stars are formed through close-binary evolution, the distr ibution of Be stars over 
spectrall  type should have a certain shape. In chapter 3 the observed distr ibution over spectral 
typee of Be stars is compared with the distribution of rapid rotators, as well as with the the-
oreticall  spectral distr ibution of Be stars, from model calculations, in the case of case-B mass 
transfer. . 

1.3.22 Be s tar  m o d e ls 

I nn order to be able to understand the nature of Be stars and what causes them to exist, we first 
havee to interpret their observed H a emission, their excess IR flux, their intrinsic polarization 
andd their variability. As far back as 1931 Struve suggested that Be stars are surrounded by a 
circumstel larr (CS) disc: circumstellar material concentrated in the equatorial plane of the star. 
Th iss gaseous disc would give rise to Ha emission, as well as cause the excess I R radiation (due 
too free-free and free-bound emission from the ionized gas). The presence of such a disc is also 
suppor tedd by the results of a comparison of UV and (far-)IR observations. As for ordinary hot, 
massivee stars, mass loss rates have been determined for Be stars from the UV. Snow (1981) 
foundd mass loss rates of 1 0- 8 — 10~10 MQ-yr, depending on luminosity. The IR mass loss rates 
obta inedd from the IRAS data by Waters et al. (1987) are a factor 100 or more higher than 
thee UV mass loss rates. In terms of the disc model, the UV mass loss rate is the mass loss 
ra tee in the polar region, outside the disc, where there is a high-speed, low-density stellar wind 
present,, similar to the stellar winds in 'ordinary' B-type stars. The IR mass loss is the mass 
losss in the low-velocity, high-density disc region. Such a disc would also explain the observed 
intr insicc polarization. Most researchers in the field nowadays consider i t most likely that indeed 
Bee stars are surrounded by such a CS disc, which in nearly all cases is an excretion disc (i.e. 
mater iall  flows from the star towards the interstellar medium). What causes Be stars to lose 
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matterr concentrated towards to equatorial plane is unclear, but it seems that rotation plays an 
importantt role (Massa, 1975; Waters, 1986). A trigger for the onset of a Be phase may tie in 
withh the occurrence of non-radial pulsations (Vogt and Penrod, 1983). 

Thee geometry of the disc is not known: it may be shaped like a cone, or like a slab (see 
Figs.. 8.5, 8.6). An additional complication is the inclination angle of the disc relative to the 
observer'ss line of sight: do we see the disc pole-on or edge-on, in a particular case? 

Thee aim of the Be star section of this thesis is twofold: the first part focuses on the statistical 
propertiess of 101 Be stars, in order to learn more about their overall properties. The final 
chapterr consider at a few special cases. Many authors have tried to model the Ha emission and 
(far-)IRR excess flux. We do not intend to propose new model calculations. Our goal is to use 
thee already 'established1 models to learn more about the nature of Be stars by looking in detail 
att these 'special cases'. Also, one important aim is to combine Ha and IR observations and 
showw that together they provide a very important tool in determining the structure of the disc. 
Especially,, Ha proves to be very sensitive to the parameters describing the disc structure, such 
ass geometry, disc radius, density distribution, thickness of the disc (slab model) and opening 
anglee (cone model), as discussed in chapter 8. 

Ass mentioned before, an important ingredient appears to be rotation. Most Be stars are 
rapidd rotators. The few apparently slow rotators (as measured by vsint) can be interpreted 
ass rapid rotators viewed pole-on. However, there are still many B-type stars that are rapid 
rotators,, that have not been classified as Be stars. An important question is: will they become 
Bee stars in due time, or will they remain 'normal' B-type stars, and if so, why? In chapter 7 
itt is argued that many B-type stars may in fact already be Be stars: those stars that have 
emissionn on the flanks of an overall, broad absorption profile, that would never have qualified 
ass a B-emission type star, without detailed analysis of the Ha profile. 
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